
§tract: The L . S ,  Bureau of the Cens~rs will 
increase significantly rhe automation of opera- 
tions for the 1990 Census of Popularion and 
Housing. thus elinlinating or reduein5 inany 
of rhe !ahor-intensive clerical operations of 
past censuses and contributing to the speedier 
release of data products, An auton~atec! 
address control file will permit the computer 
to rnoni~or the enumeration status of an 
address, The automated address file wi!i also 
make it possible to begin elecioaic data pro- 
cessing concurrently with daia coilecrion, and, 
thus, 5-7 months earlier than for the i980 

8icen~ennial Census of the United States - 
several years ago. Even fhough April 1.1990. 
is still 3 years away, an early start was necessary 
because of the complexity of the isstles aild the 
time needed to implemenr decisions. The 
broad range of issues addressed in cemus 
p!a~tnirng are described in Bounpane (19%). 
Our goals for 1990 are to puhilsh rnore timely 
data products arid to make the whole census 
precess rnore cost-effective while at the same 
time mainraining a high level of accuracy. In 

I Assistant Director, B u r e a ~ ~  of the Ceniiis, U'ashing- 
ion. D.C. 20253. U.S.4 .  

Census. An automated geographic support 
sys&ern will assure co13sister:cy between ~ w i o u s  
census geographic products. and computer- 
generated maps will be possible. Other areas 
where au~omatioii wiil be mtroduced or  
irlcreased are questiormaire editino, coding ? 
of -.vii.sicten enrries on queseionna~res, and 
reporting of progress and cost b!: fieid offices. 

s: 1990 U , S ,  Genws of Popuiaiion 
arid Ho~ising; increased autornaiion; automar- 
zd address contra! file: automated geographic 
support system: earlier processing. 

other wtrds, we are attempting to make the 
census process more producrivc. We h p e  to 
achieve g l e a m  producrlvily by automating 
outmoded clericat operations and bj/ entire!) 
rethinking the dara col?cction and data pro- 
cessing stages of the census. 

Over the last century, the census has played 
an important role in the history of automated 
data processing In rhe United States. By 1890, 
the t 1 . S .  census had become an encyclopedic 
enurneiation of the Airlerican people. T'ne 
1890 Census marked a great increase over 
previous censuses both ir, the number of in- 
quiries andthe  volume af data tabciated and 
published. Census officials, realizing that 
something had to be done to speed up the pro- 
cessing and tabulation for the I890 Census, 
gave a young engineer named Herman 
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Hollerith the assignment of constructing a 
quicker tabulating device. The electrome- 
chanical tabulating machine Hollerith devel- 
oped for the 1590 Census - which read 
punched cards by electrical pulses - revolu- 
tionized both census-taking and statistical 
tabulating. Hollerith's machine was soon used 
worldwide in business and census applications 
(Austrian (1982) j, 

Hollerith's invention allowed greater 
volumes of data to be processed, more sophis- 
ticated cross-classifications, and all in a shorter 
time and at less cost. His punch-card system 
~vas  modified and improved by the census 
machine shop for each successive census over 
the next 60 years. 

Eventually, computers replaced the tabu- 
lating machine for processing data, and the 
census was sgain at the forefront of the tech-- 
nological revolution, UNIVAC-I. the first 
major computer system for civilian use, was 
installed at the Census B x e a u  in I951 and was 
used to  process part of the 1950 Census. 
Though large, cumbersome: and slow by 
today's standards, UNIVAC-! was a major 
advance from the Hollerith tabulating system. 
Computers were used to process a11 of the 
1960 Census, and, of course, the 1970 and 
1980 Cerisiises. 

Another new device accompanied the 1960 
Census: FOSDTC. a replacement for keying, 
was inrrsduced for entering data into the corn- 
puler. FOSDIC is an acronym for Film Optical 
Sensing Device for Input to Computer, 
tionnaires were microfilmed by special page- 
turning cameras, and FOSDlC read the data 
from microfilm into the computer, This 
advance. which was developed to meet the 
specialized needs of  ̂the decennial census, 
elinlina~ecl :he need for key-punchers, saved 
~ i m e ,  and improved quality. FBSDIC has 
been used in the last three censuses, 

The point of this brief history is that the 
decennial census, because of its massive work- 
ioad and unique character, has cailed forth 

new iechnology, nen. tabulating, computing, 
and automated equipment ro speed up the 
processing of census data. 

As we examined our experience from the 
1980 Census. we found that while  he census 
was generally a success there was need fcr 
improvement, We determined that much of 
the improvement in timeliness, accuracy. and 
cost-efficiency could come from taking a fresh 
look at automation and increasing automation 
in the census. 

While we do not ye: know whether a specific 
automation decision wiii save money, we 
believe that our decisions will lead rc a more 
efficient and accurate census. We will invest in 
automation that could reduce costs or that is 
necessary for maintaining or improving the 
quality of the census Automating census 
operations will allow us to replace iabor inten- 
sive and error-prone derical operadons with 
automated techniques that are quicker, more 
accurate, and easier to control. 

hile the automation advances we plan for 
{fie 1990 Census will not involve the develop- 
ment of new technologies, they will be based 
on innovative appkations and refinements of 
existing technologics. The Census Bureau has 
embarked on a vigorous program to examine 
automation alternatives in test censmes 
before making choices for the 1990 Censiis. 
Since we are contemplating significant changes 
in automation for 1990. 4 will first describe 
how the 1980 Census was taken so the 
departures will be more easily understood. 

The 1980 Census was taken usrng me marl-out! 
mail-back pocedure rn areas of the cour~tr! 
that contained 95 percent of the popdatlon 
We purchased address llsts for some of these 
areas an0 hsted addresszs oursehes elsewhere 
In all caws the address !rsts were then checked 
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and updated by the U.S. Postai Servke and 
our ow m field personixi, The USPS delivered 
questionnaires to each housing unit a few days 
before census day and householders were 
asked to fill them out and mail them back to a 
temporary census distric: office on April 1st. 
The aim of this approach was to complece as 
n~uch of the census as possible by the less 
costly mail method and then to do  he costly 
and he-consuming follow-up of those housing 
units that did not return a questionnaire. We 
had received questionnaires for about 83 per- 
cent of the households within 2 weeks of our 
initial mailing, A large work force (270 000 at 
peak) visited nonresponding housing units 
and vacant units. In sparsely populated areas 
where mail-census procedures were not suit- 
able, census enumerators went door-to-door 
to take the census (Cho and Hearn (1984, pp. 
2-11 - 263)). 

We set UP 409 tempora.ry district offices to 
carry out data c~iiection. kfost of the opeix- 
iions were done manually, For each office, a 
large number. of c l e rk  a w e  hired to make 
changes (additions, deletions. cori-ecti~ns) to 
the address lists, check in rnaii-returned ques 
tionmires and edit rhc questionnaires for 
compieteness and consistency, assign housing 
units for foilow-up, inonitor rhe  anurner.ation 
of the nonresponding units, and ia!Ly prelim-. 
nary courits, Many of rhex operations can be 
considered "processing," but processing did 
not begin in earnest until the coilectiori offices 
completed their \vork, closed, and shipped 
their questionnaires to one of three processing 
centers. The offices generally closed 5 - . . 1  
months after census day. 

At the processing zenxrs, the queseion- 
mires were microfilmed and the data read 
into the computer by FOSDZC. Though 
processing center operations were largely 
automated, written entries for many question- 
naire items (e.g., ancestry and occupation) 
were manually given numeric codes prior tc 
computer processing, 

Tnis system worked wry  well considering 
~ h s  amount of manual work involved and the 
sharp division between data collection and 
data processing. First. the Census 3urea.u met 
the deadline dictated by law for ihe release of 
apportionment and redistricting counts. 
Apportionment is the process whereby a state 
is awarded a share of the 43.5 seats in the 
House of Representatives based on its popiila- 
tion; redistricting refers to the process of re- 
drawing the boundaries of legislative districrs 
within states based on the principle of "one 
personione vote.'' Second, many of the smail- 
area data were issued earlier than for the 
previous census. For example. the 1980 
Census data for 2.5 million blocks used in 
redistricting were produced in less than 12 
rnonths. For the previous 1970 Census, similar 
data for 4.7 million biocks took 18 rnonclns :o 
produce. Third, inany more data. especiaiiy 
for race and Spanish-origii~ groups, were pub- 
lished, Still, we did not release some of the 
data products, par.ticularly those based on the 
sample questions, as quickly as planned, (This 
delay was due in part to budget problems that 
forced us to cut staff anc! iemporariiy susper-id 
sample coding operations,) 

For the 1990 Census, w e  uairt again ii, meet 
oiir deadlines and \we want io release other 
data prosirists more quicklj illan before, as 
well as keep costs reasonable arid make the 
counts as accurate as possible. 

We have ldeat~fied a number of areas that ;Ire 
candidates for autorndtlon. and hale already 
begun to test some of them. 

3. I .  Geography 

Geographic materials are essenrial to a success- 
census for two reasons: First, haying correct 

and legible maps helps our enumerators find 
every housing unit so that we have a complete 
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eacn noasrng U R ~ T  and !he people n:ho hrt. 

there to rhe . approuriai: a la;l:l arex, 0 g e  of i . ~ i r  

Census is thd devc10p~ient of i?n alitoniatcd 
address control file. Since we ivill agairi use 
the mail-out/mail-back rr:eihodoiog>, an acca- 
rate and up-to-date address contmi fiie is 
eisentiai. I n  1980, aithongh the initial control 
list of addresses was compurerized, changes in  
the address file dur ing the census \\ere made 
manualiy. For 1990. we will have e o n t i n ~ o u s  
access to tile automated address controi fils so 
chat w e  can keep ti-12 list current. 

\L7i?h a n  automated address file. it wili be 
much easier to d e t e r m i ~ ~ e  \shs-ther rjr not we 
iilciudrd a specific address in ihz iile. It  also 
ail1 he possible to update the file where \ve 
naiisetl an address in 2ariier operatior~s. Vde 
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enable the computer to assist in certain census 
operations. It will contribute to the early 
identification of enumeration problems. Also, 
by converting questionnaire data to machine- 
readable form sooner, we can minimize the 
loss of data when original questionnaires are 
accidently damaged or destroyed, Finally, and 
perhaps most importantly, it will help us meet 
our goal of disseminating data products more 
quickly. 

Planning for concurrent processing in the 
1990 Census has centered on two major ques- 
tions: Where and how would it be done? The 
'.where3' issue involves the number of proces- 
sing offices and the degree of centralization or 
decentralization. In 1980 we processed the 
census questionnaires sequentially and had 
three processing centers. With concurrent 
processing, having so few centers probably 
would not be feasible because of the need to 
move materials quickly between processing 
and collection offices, Greater centralization 
of processing activities also places greater 
staffing burdens on the center, i .e , ,  the need 
to hire more employees in one area. 

We weighed these concerns against problems 
related to decentralization - the need for more 
hardware and the difficulties of controlling 
and supporting many processing offices. 

The "how" issue involves the technology 
we will use to convert questionnaire data 
into a computer-readable format. In :he 1980 
Census, we employed the FACT-80 systeim 
(with FOSDIC technology as the base) to 
convert nicrofilm directly to computer tape, 
FACT is an acronym for FOSDIC and Auto- 
mated Camera Technology. The complete 
data-conversion system consists of high-speed 
cameras that film the questionnaires, film 
developers to process the rolls of microfilm, 
and the FOSDIC machines that read the data 
from microfilm to computer tape, 

We also Looked at key-entry as a primary 
data conversion methodology. Both FOSDIC 
and keying are tested methodologies that have 

proved workable over the years. Because 
there are technicai limitations to how man!; 
FOSDIC systems we can build and maintain 
for 1990, we had considered data keying to 
give us maximum flexibility in decentraliza- 
lion. Keying was not considered as a viable 
option as the sole data conversion technology 
for the entire census because of the large 
numbers of keyers and key stations that would 
be required. 

Earlier in our planning we had also consid- 
ered a third technology - optica! mark recog- 
nition (QMR). OMR provides direct input of 
data into the computer, whereas with FOSDTC 
the questionnaires must be filmed firs[. As 
with keying, we considered OMR to allow us 
more flexibility in decentralizing our proces- 
sing. We tested OMR in our 1985 Census in 
Tampa, Florida. Based on some of the 
problems experienced with OMR in this test, 
and on other concerns about cost, timing, 
environmental controls, and so on, we decided 
not to pursue further testing of 0 
ogy for use in 1990, We will, however, con- 
sider testing OMW and other technologies In 
1990 for possible use in the 2000 Census. 

In April 1986, after reviewing these two 
main issues at planning conferences and in 
internal working groups, we were able to 
reach some decisions. F7e have decided to set 
up eleven processing centers for the 1990 
Census where we wili use FACT 90 (an update 
of the 1980 system, still with FOSDIC as the 
base) to convert the data to machine-readable 
formal. 

We determined that having two primary 
data conversion technologies JFBSDIC and 
keying) would have excessively complicated 
our processing system for 1990. We will use 
keying only as a supplement to FOSDIC for 
entering some of the handwritren data on the 
questionnaires into computer-readable form, 

We wili have two types of district offices for 
which the questionnaire flows will be different. 
For district offices in certain high population 



density areas rhe processing cenrers nil1 
receive the cpestionnzires. perform actornaled 
check-in using laser sorters. immediately coo- 
vert the questionnaires to computer-readable 
form. dnd thereby perform an automated 
review (edit) of the questionnaires. The district 
offices covered by these processing offices will 
likely correspond to some of o w  '.centralized" 
offices in 1980 - the more hard-ro-enurneriire 
urban cores where recruiring enough tempo- 
rary census workers can be c!ifficu!t. These 
district offices will not need to hire many office 
clerical workers and can concentrate on field 
follow-up activities for households that did 
not mail back their quesiionnaires :>r :hat 
mailed back iiicornpiete questionnaires. 

District offices in the rest of t!.ie country will 
receive the returned q~es t ionna i rzs ;  use 
pencil-shaped. eiectronic "..tands" attaci-mi ti) 
micro computers to read the bar cociez oii the 
q u e s t i o r t n a r ~ ~ \  tinci. rhus, perform automared 
check-in; a d  condilct c lcr icai  ediri for 
compieteness, Once questiimnaires pass the 
edit,  !be). ~vil! be  sen! or1 a flow kar;is to a pro- 
cessing ceilter for data cor11 ersion (using 
FACT-90). 

This decision represents F, carcfni t)a;anci: of 

staffing. equipment. aiid workioad considera- 
tioris a s  thcy relntr i o  t'rik: proces>iqg and 

collection offices. \Ele x i i i i  have an a~toinareci  
:iddrcss c~intrnl  fi!c anci autornatcii check-in 
for the entire area covered by the mail-out: 
mail-back census. and n.e wii! achieve o i . ~  goal 
of concurrent processing by converting cpes -  
tior~naire data ?o computer-reaiiabk format 
s n  a flow basis, seleral months earlier rhan for 
the 1980 Census. 

So far I have disciissed our  plans with regard 
to automating geographic materiais and the 
address control fiie and beginning data con- 
version earlier, W e  will increase or  improve 
automation in other areas to  help speed u p  the 

census and make it more accurate, and I will 
discuss briefly a few of these areas, 

3.4. Coi7zp;iier edits 

One ~ t r e a  is qiiestionnaire edit.  Edit is a r e p i -  
tive and monotoriotis job bettzr suited for 
computers t h i :  p e o p l e  Entering dara from 
the qmstioniiaires to the computer earlier in 
the census process will d l o w  cornputer editing 
of the questionnaire data earlier i"tn ever 
before. These edits will check the complete- 
ness and ionsistency of the data ,  In 1980. the 
questionnaires were ~nanriaily ediced in the 
district offices. basicall!, to check ihai  they had 
been answered cornpieteiy. then, once the 
questionnaires went through rhe F'OSDIC 
machines, the computer edited them for 
completeness and consisrency, For  1990. 
manual editing v.oiuld be diminaced in some 
district offices arid rephceil by computer 
edits. 

3 5 ,  Auioma:ed coding 

Another  promising automation technique 
relates to the coding of handwritten entiies on 
the qrrestionnaire, 111 i98O. r:ianua!iy coding 
the ha::dwriiten encries t;n cps i ionna i res  
invoiveci a large, time-consnming, and costly 
clerics! operation, For LWG3 w e  ~n!gh[ be able 
to  key hanilwritter: respopscs into the c o q i i t -  
er and deve!ap s o f r w r e  that \i.oidd asiign :he 
dppropriare cornpiiter-rcad~hle codes, We 
cannot elirnirrate all cierical invi~hernent  in 
coding. because some hanclwritten responses 
~iiiil be  i;icornpieic or i~ncodablr  and wili have 
to be handled by our referral anits. W e  will. 
however, be a!~!e to significanrly reduce the 
amount of  manual nark and,  thus, save time 
aild improve the quality of the data ,  instead of 
a clerk h a v i ~ g  to look up the occupation 
-statisticianw in a reference manual,  find the 
numerical code,  and fill the appropriate 
coding box on  the quesxiorinaire, the clerk can 
type in the word "statistician" anci the corn- 
piiter xi11 automatically assign a code and 
enter lhat  onto a computer record. Thus,  the 



time-conmming looking-up and circle-filling 
are eliminated. At this iimc, w e  20 nor know 
preciseiy the extent that the computer a-ill be 
able to assign codes nithout clerical interven- 
tion. 

We will aiso use auromatiort to help us plan 
and monitor the census. The Census Bureau. is 
developing an elaborate automated manage- 
ment information dara base to see that we 
meet irnpor~ant daies in making decisions for 
the 1990 Census, The management informa- 
rion system was used to help us keep track of 
operations for our 1985 and 1986 test censuses. 
In addition to serving as an aid in planiliag the 
1990 Census, the management information 
system will give us up-to-[he-minute cost and 
progress dara so that we can n~onitor actual 
1990 Census operaiions. In 1980, cost and pro- 
gress reports were not integrated with orher 
management reports, and some of the cost 
and progress information was several days old 
by the rime managers received it. 

Automation will help us control and monitor 
many other administrative functions, We will 
have an auiomated payroll system, as In 1980. 
And for 19W, we \\ill also have, on a rnicro- 
computer, a new automated employee file 
rhai will help us organize needed information 
about our large temporary work force. (We 
did this in our 1985 lest census.) For instance, 
me will know whether we are meeting our 
hiring goals in each enumeration area and we 
can use the file to help us make enumerator 
assignments. We will also have a new auto- 
mated inventory control system to manage the 
procurement and distribution of the large 
volume of specialized supplies needed to take 
the census. 

3.7. Dam products 

Finally, we are looking at further automation 

of our tabulation and publication operations 
for the 1990 C e n s ~ ~ s ,  The actual tabulation of 
data was full!- compurerized for the 1980 

Census, bur the design and review of specifica- 
tions and the review of test data was large!? 
manual. We want to use the computer in our 
development of specifications and ihe analyti- 
cal review of :he tabulated data for 1990. This 
review. xhich looks for errors and anoma!ies 
in the data. is essential to maintaining the 
quality of our data products. Using the com- 
puter will improve this analysis, 

New automation techniques will also play a 
part in the dissemination of o~ur data products 
for the 1990 Census. While the Census 
will continue to produce paper reports and 
large summary computer tape files, we must 
aiso address the needs of smali computer users 
who will want products on floppy disks. 
Another new d e v e k p n e n ~  we uill consider 
for I980 will be an online data base in which 
users can access summary data from their 
office computers using the telephone. The 
Census Bureau has already implemented such 
a system, called CENDATA. on a limited 
basis. There may be other developtnents in 
the next few years - such as improvements in 
laser disks - that we will be able to take 
advantage of for the 1990 Census. Fortunate- 
ly;  our final decisions on tabulations and data 
products can be made later in the decade, so 
we can take advantage of new technologies. 

. C h i n  

There is a sense of excitement at the Census 
Bureau about these automation possibilities. 
but some words of caution should be added. 
The systems developed must be simple. 
because they will be operated by a temporary 
work force with minimal training. The systems 
must be fuily tested, proven reliable, and 
essentially .'fail safe" to avoid crippling break- 
downs. The equipment must be reasonably 
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priced and should either continue to have 
value to the Census Bureau or be marketable 
to someone else upon completion of the 
census. 

Most of all. as we look to increasing auto- 
mation in the census, we must take care to 
ensure that the confidentiali~y of the data we 
collect is maintained both in fact and in 
appearance. Only by maintaining the con- 
fidentiality of the census process can we 
ensure a high level of public trust and coopera- 
tion. The Census Bureau is proud of its record 
of protecting confidentiaiity and is constantly 
looking for ways to maintain and improve that 
protection. 

The Census Bureau does not re!ease data 
about individuals to anyone, inclcding other 
Federal government agencies. 
times menacing implications of rechnology 
require that we increase our efforts to convince 
individuals ihat they cannot be harmed by 
answering the census and that the information 
they provide is strict!y confidential by Lam. 

Automat~on is one of the key areas we are 
examining as we plan the 1990 U.S. Census of 
Population and Housing, There are many 
other issues, of course. that go into making a 
successful census: the basic procedures we will 
use to collect the data, the content of ihe qiles- 
rionnaires, hiring good temporary staff, and 
promotion of the census, including contacts 
and consultation with various groups and 
individuals interested lii the cznsus. However, 
automating many of the census tasks performed 
clerically in 1980 and pres' w u s  censuses can 
help us to take the census more quickly, 
allowing us to meet our legal mandates for 
reieasing apportionmen: and redistricting 
counts and to release other data products 
quickly. Automation could also help us intro- 
duce cost-efficiencies into many areas, 
improve accuracy, and also allow for better 
control of the census process. 

Traditionally, U.S. census data collection 
and much of the census data processing (e.g. 
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questionnaire check-in against the address 
control !kt, edit of questionnaires for 
completeness, and coding of handwritten 
responses) have been paper- and people- 
intensive tasks. The use of automated equip- 
ment can help to deal with the mountains of 
paper and the thousands of clerical tasks In a 
much more efficient and controlled waq 
Hiring. training, and fmding space for all the 
people who have been needed to perform the 
numerous operations in past censuses have 
required a lot of time and money. While the 
1990 Census will also require a large number 
of temporary workers, we are looking at ways 
to cut down on the number of labor-intensive 
activities and to use automated systems to 
control the census process. 

We have been working on our automation 
plans for some klme now. We tested some new 
approaches in our test censuses in 1985 in 
Tampa, F!orida, and nn Jersey City, New 
Jersey, and conducted further tests of automa- 
tnon this year in part of Los Angeles County, 
California, and in several counties iil east 
central Mississippi. These tests are very 
important as laboratories where we can try out 
optional approaches. There will be further 
testing in 1987 and a dress rehearsal in 1988. 

While there are many decisions yet to he 
made and problems ro be worked our, we have 
progressed far enough in our automation 
planning ro say this: there will be significantly 
more automation in the 1990 Census than in 
any previous census. We will make innovative 
use of automation technlque5 to perform data- 
entry earlier rhdn ever before. We w ill have an 
automated geograph~c support sqstem We 
will edit questionnaires bq coxpuler, And x e  
have already mplemented an automated 
address control file, automated questlonnalre 
check-m, and an automated management 
informat~on system ~n our test censuses, and 
plan to have these features in 1990 Thus, tte 
are optlmstic that u e  are on the verge of 
Importan{ advances in applyitlg automation to 



census-taking. That is fitting since 1990 wiii 
mark the 200th ann1:versary of the first U.S. 
census in 1790. 
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